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TOOL 3.2: Design the Launch 

 Once the modality has been selected, design and organize all the details for the event, 

under the leadership of the communication manager. 

What 

Topic A collaborative activity with strategy sheets 

PRODUCT 
 The brief of the UIP launch event, containing the main information 

about the organization and format. 

Why To design and organize the event for the launch of the UIP. 

Who- With 
Whom 

This is meant to be an internal activity with Clever Cities FR city partners. You can extend 

this to the UIP stakeholders that have been already engaged through the previous 

activities. As an option, we suggest inviting relevant external stakeholders that are directly 

involved in the event. A facilitator, project assistant, together with the local communication 

manager should both take part to this activity. 

How 
Through a focus group, i.e. about 5 to 10 people getting together to carry out the 

collaborative activity. 

PREPARATION Easy to prepare (Approximately 30 minutes) 

Duration Approximately 60 minutes to 90 minutes.  

Materials 
Needed 

 A large board with the strategizer printout 

 Large post-its or colored cards (suggested 4*6 cm format)  

 Pens 

 Strings, pins, tape 

CARRYING OUT THE ACTIVITY  

Before starting… 

 Make sure you already agreed on an event format through Tool 3.1 or similar. 

 This activity can immediately follow the activity of Tool 3.1, if you decide to invite the same audience.  

 Make sure to identify key persons at the FR city level that we cannot really miss before launching the 

UIP.  

 Make sure to recall Clever Cities Focus as of Tool 1.2. 

 Explore synergies with the Clever Cities communication team. 
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Preparation  

The facilitator prepares the strategizer canvas board (as of Step3 Template, Tool 3.2) and adjusts its content 

according to local needs. Pose particular attention to: 

 Who is doing what and when, that could be added under the responsibility cell; 

 The timing of the activities towards the UIP launch: A timeline from now to the event date could be 

added on the bottom line of the board and used to define milestones and deadlines. 

 Evaluation indicators: these could be collaboratively discussed and added to the board. 

We suggest printing it out in a large A0 panel in order to easily use post-its on it. 

The Strategizer Canvas Board 

 First, the facilitator recalls the main idea of event format, as defined during previous activities (see for 

instance Tool 3.1)  

 The facilitator presents the Strategizer board and the content required to be filled. 

 As a first collaborative activity, the facilitator can ask all the participants to individually fill the cells of 

the board with post-its. In so doing, the group verifies an alignment regarding the scopes and format 

for the event. In addition, original ideas and suggestions can emerge. 

 Second, topic by topic, cell by cell, the facilitator collects the post-its and writes the outcome on the 

board. 

 Pose particular attention to the following topics: 

 Who is doing what  

 By when  

 Evaluation criteria have to be discussed on the basis of the target we want to achieve; for 

instance: number of people attending the event, number of follow-up articles, social media 

posts, citizens engaged and so on. This issue is crucial for the last activity foreseen by Tool 

3.3. 

 Finally, the event brief, for organizing all the steps towards the UIP launch will be extracted by the 

project assistant from this main table and reported on the outcome template for Step 3. 
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Figure 11:The strategizer board to be used during the collaborative activity. 

 

INSPIRATIONS 
The Field Guide to Human-Centered Design – Ideation activity, p 180-181 

https://assets.strategyzer.com/assets/resources/the-business-model-canvas.pdf 

  

https://assets.strategyzer.com/assets/resources/the-business-model-canvas.pdf

